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Shock Wave Effects and Metallurgical Parameters

K. P. Staudhamner, Materials Science and Technology Division, Los Alamos,
New Mexico, USA

Introduction

The metallurgical effects associated with dynamic loadinq were first de-
scribed by Reinhart and Pearson (l). The first systematic investigation of
the substructural changes induced by the passage of shock waves is described
by C. Smith (2). During the past three decades, the number of publications
has in essence exponentially continued, with now, one, two, or more major
shock conferences per year. The earlier work in shock loading consisted
primarily of studies devoted to the determination of residual structures,
substructures, and mechanical properties on materials having reasonable
ductilities, i.e., metals and alloys. Concomitant to these studies was the
realization that shock wave parameters do effect the substructure and
associated mechanical properties. Largely, this interdependence of shock
wave and metallurgical parameters arose from the obvious and significant
disagreements among investigators,and have been attributed to variations in
experimentation and ill defined pre/post shock conditions of both the shock z
phvsics and metallurgical characterization, some of which confusion still
ex~sts to date, Consequently, a fundamental understanding has been diffi-
cult. Recently, we have found that residual microstructure are not only
significant to the shock physics, but that many metallurgical parameters are
interdependentwith one another.

This paDer will focus on the metallurgical features produced by the passage
of shoci.waves in metals. The microstructural changes thus produced and
their attendtnt effects on physical properties, primarily the mechanical
properties discussed here, have been more eminently investigated in the past
decades (3-10). It has been shown that dislocations, dislocation cells,
planar dislocation arrays, stacking faults, twins, twin-faults and point
defects, all contribute specifically or in many instances concomitantly in
~metal-alloysystems to residual shock strengthening. These shock induced
microstructure are For the most part gwerned by the stacking fault free
energy, Stacking fault free energies largely control the movement and
subsequmt arrangement of dislocations and contribute to the production of
other crystal defects or phase changes (11). High stacking fault free
mergy metals and alloys such as nickel are characterized by dislocation
CPI1 structures; while low staking fault free energy metals and alloys such
as 304 sta~nless steel (in fcc structures) ale characterized by planar
dislocation arrays, stacking faults and twins. These parameters have been
Identified, and their effects have been docume)lted(7, 9). Consequently,
affecting the residual microstructure, these parameters also affect the
residual mechat~lcalproperties. of slgn{ficant Importance, and becoming
more visible in shock experimentation, particularly In llght of the increase
In very high pressure work, Is the contribution of strain to the overall
residual pwpertius. While strain (deformation) ef~ects were known for some
time, elimination of this strain was sought via appropriate momentum trap-
ping. However, as no material is a perfect metallurgical system, complete
elimination was not and Is not yet possible. At best u mlnlmizatlon of this
strain can be achieved. Forttiltously,at low pressures (I.e., 25 GPa for
most metals) this associated ~train was Indeed considered to be negligible.
Nonetheless, for higher pressur~ Improperly momentum trapped experiments,
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the strain became a major contributor to the overall residual structure-pro-
perties. These effects were beginning to be discussed in the literature as
a contributed major effect of the shock phenomena (16, 17). Additionally,
the effect of strain rate, particularly at explosively driven strain rates,
on deformation mechanisms in materials, is of fundamental interest. For
many metals the strain rate sensitivity i~ known to increase quite dramati-
cally when strain rates increase above 10 /s (18, 19). Thus, deformation by
dislocation motion, which is a thermally activated mechanism, is ~train rate
dependent and more significant at the shock velocities (i.e., N1O/s) used
in explosive systems discussed here.

Shock Wave Parametws
/

The calculation of shock wave parameters is based in its simplest form on
the Ranklne-Hugoniot equations. A “how-to” guide for the design of shock
loading flyer plate systems is given in (20). The pari~metersnecessary for
producing given pressures and pulse durations along with their associated
temperature effects are also elaborated on in (21) and will not.be presented
here except to highlight their consequence on the residllalmicrostructure.
Illustrated in Figure 1 is a schematic of a typical pressure-time profile of
a shock event. The particulars of this figure are discussed below.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of shock wave profile.

A. S~raig Rate: The strain rates discussed it~this puper are in the range
of 10 -lo /sO The are generated via high ex Iosiv( detonation anj are

fdiscussed in sufficient detail elsewhere (20 ,

B. Pressure: The pressure imparted on a system is calculated by a tech-
nique called impedence matching, A detailed description is given in (20)
wherein pressures can be obtained for a wide range of materials and for
flyer plate experiments, used for pressures up to megabars.

A direct consequence of pressure on shocked metals is the increase +R
hardness with Increasing pressure as evident by the numero’~sobservations on
a wide varfety of materials (6, 11, 22). However, with increasing p~essures
the hardness levels off and actually decreases at vl?ryhig$ pressure
(>100 GPa). This decrease has been attributed mainly to shock heating
effects which will be discussed later.



c. Pulse duration: The effects of pulse duration are principally to allow
for time dependent events to occur for sufficient magnitude shock pressure.
Short pulse durations i.e.; less than 0.25 MS, for some materials and
0.1 VS for most, appear to be too short of a duration for equilibrium
substructures to develop. While some investigators (21, 22) have observed
dislocation density increases with increasing pulse duration in the nano-
second range, they are, however in question due to pressure variations. For
pulse durations in excess of 0.5 us up to 20 PS most materia~s with suffi-
cient pressures have saturated substructural effects which are essentially
pulse duration independent (23). The saturation levels will, of course,
vary with many metallurgical parameters.

D. Temperature: Thermal effects are associated with the passage of a shock
wave. The thermal effects arise from different phenomena. Initially from
shock compression, an adiabatic temperature rise proportional to the shock
pressure and shock conditions is enerated. If the shock wave traverses a

?sample obeying hydrodynamic laws i.e., no shear strength) the temperature
rise during the shock pulse can be calculated from the Rankine-Hugoniot
relationships (20). Upon return to ambient pressure, the entropic (irre-
versibility) nature of the process causes the r~sidual temperature to have
increased over that of the ambient condition. This residual (entropic)
temperature rise in stainless steel as a function of pressure is shown in
Figure 2.
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Fig, 2: Residual temperature for iron and stainless
steel as a function of pressure. Data from (16).

Thus, temperature has several sources in a shock event. The intrinsic
temperature arising from the shock event is attributed to the adiabatic
temperature and fs a function of the pressure, Added to thfs is the entro.
pfc (resfdual) temperature and strafn heat resulting from deformation (th\s
wfll be discussed fn more detafl later), Of course, one must account for
the initfal temperature at which the shock event fs initiated. Consequent-
ly, one should not only compare temperature but more appropriately the
homologous temperature (T/Tin), Thfs fs of particular importance for
comparison of materf~ls with wfdely varyfng melting points.



Metallurgical Parameters

The substructures generated by shock events depend not only upon shock wave
conditions, but material parameters as well. The importance of metallurgi-
cal parameters of any system subject to shock events cannot be overempha-
sized. For shock wave conditions the pressure appears to be the most domi-
nant effect, while for material parameters (viewed in terms of mechanical
advaltage) a host of structural (macro and micro) features both intrinsic
(i.e., stacking fault free energy) and extrinsic (i.e., grain size) in
nature interact and control the response of the material. Consequently, the
resulting structures which affect the properties of a post shocked sample
are indeed complex and more often a contributive effect of more than one
parameter. These parameters have been identified, and their effects have
been investigated. Thus, by altering the residual microstructure these
parameters in turn also affect the residual properties.

A. Pre-existing microstructure: In many early experiments, pre-metallurgi-
cal conditions, as well as shock conditions, were not specified. It is now
known (24) that grain size can have a significant effect on residual hard-
ness of shock-loaded materials.

If the shock event has sufficient pressure and duration, the resultant
effect on the microstructure may overshadow/overcome any pre-existing
microstructure. However, as residual microstructure are observed and
documented, one must comprehend the full microstructural evolution which
generally is not the same for varied prest!wctures. Ideally, one must
account for or minimize such parameters as dislocation density, texturing,
and grain size variations. Materials with pre-existing substructures and
subsequent shock event; were investigated by Murr (23) and StauJhafimer(25).
They found that the pre-existing micro- structure altered the residual
properties. These investigations also showed that deformation sequencing
(i.e., cold worked and then shocked or shocked then cold worked) or multiple
duration effects (shocked 3 times ?.us versus one at 6VS) produced differ-
ent results in hardness.

B. Point defects: Because of the very high strain rates associated with
shock loading, a high density of point defects (both vacancies and intersti-
tial) normally occurs. Traditionally, point.defects have keen difficult to
characterize in shock-induced microstructure. The only direct observations
of point defects produced by shock events were made by Murr, et. al. (11) on
shock-loaded molybdenum using field ion microscopy shown in Figure 3, Prior
to this, re$istivity measurements were the tool of choice, for example, as
illustrated in Figure 4, several investigators (26-30) systematically heve
shown that with nn increase in shock deformation, point defects increase.

While point defects contributed to the hardening in molybdenum, it is incon-
clusive to extend this to other materials. Clearly these types of experi-
ments need further work on a variety of materials to further elucidate the
point defect contribution. Point defects can cluster and form vacancy loops
as well as interstitial loops. The implication of point defects as precur-
sors to other higher order substructures is of particular importance to
shock-~nduceclmicrostructure,
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Fig. 3: Shock-induced vacancies and hardness in
molybdenum vs. pressure, after Murr, et. al. (34).
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Fig. 4: Resistivity changes in shoc~310aded silver. At 12 GPa the
vacancy concentration equaled 2 x 10 . Data of Dick, et. al (23).

These point defect clusters are somewhat better understood than point
defects, and can be observed vfa transmission e?ectron microscopy. However,
both point defects and point defect clusters are obscured by other shock in-
duced microstructure (discussed later) particularly at high pressures and/
cr high strains.

C. Dislocation densities: Dislocation structures while dependent upon
stacking fault free energy and other dynamic considerations are also depen-
dent upon the dislocations generated by the applied stress and the available
time to move them. Typically, for pulse durations in excess of 0.1 us, the
dislocation density increases with pressure (25). This is shown in Figure 5
for 304 and 316 stainless steel, at a pulse duration of 2 us. ~For materials
having high stacking fault free energi~s, greater than 60 mJ/m , dislocation
cell st~uctures are formed. For stacking fault free energies below about
40 mJ/m planar arrays of dislocations, stacking faults and other planar



mi~rostruct.ures result, For stacking fault energies between 4u-60 mJ/m2 a
transitional microstructure is usually observed. Not all materials show the
same dislocation structures for given shock conditions. For example, the
number of available slip systems for bcc and fcc materipls are not the same.
The predominant microstructural features in bcc materials are tangles and
cell like structures.

Dislocation cells are the predominant equilibrium structures for high
stacking fault materials. The main consideration in forming cells as
equilibrium arrays depends upon the dislocations generated as well as the
pulse duration. Dislocation cells are characterized by cell dimensions,
wall size and structure. As a result, in shock loaded materials the dislo-
cation cell size is largely a function of peak pressure, while the wall and
cell structure are influenced to some extent by the pulse duration. For
peak pressures in excess of approximately 35 GFa and dependent upon shock
design, associated strains are present (30). These strains, which normally
increase with pressure, can and do greatly influence the residual micro-
structure. The strain effect will be elaborated on later when combined
effects are discussed.
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Fig. 5, Dislocation density as a function of peak shock pressure
for n’~ukel,316 and 304 stainless steel. Nickel data after Murr (11)
and st~inle~s steel data after Staudhammer (21).

For all high stacking fault free energy materials, the dislocation cell size
decreases with increasing shock pressure. Examples are shown in Figure 6.
Figuie 7 illustrates the effects of both pressure (strain) and experimental
variation, the cylindrical lens having a higher pressure and associated
strain than the flyer plate c’ata. At higher pressures elongated cells and
twins were observed. These are shown in Figure 8. Additionally, Murr (11)
has found that there is a grain siz~ effect on dislocation cell size of
shock-loaded nickel, ar,dthat a relationship ~xists between dislocation cell
size and the square root of dislocation density as shown in Figur@ 9.

Cell size is cmsiderablv different in shock loaded aluminum, Figure 10,
from those observed for more conventional deformation at equivalent strains.
This was also observed in nickel by Zimmer (3i) and further elaborat~d on by
Murr, et, al. (11),



Fig. 6: Reciprocal dislocation cell size versus peak shock pres-
sure for nickel, copper, and aluminum. Nickel and copper 2 us
pulse duration (11) and aluminum 1 ~s pulse duration (32).
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Fig. 7: Dislocation cell size versus square root of the
peak pressure for nickel. Flyer plate data after Murr (11)
and cylindrical lens explosion after Staudhammer (12).

D. Stacking fault energy and twinning: The stacking fault free energies of
alloys depend upon the composition and temperature. For most low rate
deformation processes the temperature component.is of minor or negligible
effect, while for shock rates, the temperature can have a major effect. The
temperature effect becomes more dominant as the residual and strain heat
increase, i.e., higher pressures. This effect is not uniform on all mate-
rials, as some materials have a negative dependence of stacking fault free
energy and others a positive dependence with respect to temperature (24).
Clearly, this aspect needs further research particularly in light of the
higher pressures, strains and associated temperatures. Temperature affects
aside, shock-loading of materials results in structure refinement. This’



Fig. 8: Formation of a equiaxed and ~longated cells
and b) twins in 200 nickel shock loaded at 100 GPa.
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Fig. 9: Dislocation cell size versus square root of the dislocation
density for shock loaded copper and nickel, after Murr (11).

effectively reduces the substructures size by planar intersecting arrays of
d~slocations, predominantly stacking faults or micro twins for low stacking
fault free energy materials and by dislocation cells for high stackincjfault
free materials. All of the above, to varying degrees, can intermingle and
produce twin-fault bundles for low stacking fault free ener y materials as

?)described by Staudhanwner,et, al (37) and Johnson, et. al. 38 . This has
significant implications in martensitic transformations which will be
discussed later.

Twinning in fcc materials is the result of overlapping intrinsic stacking
faults or short segments of such faults due to the movement of groups of



dislocations on {111} planes. In bcc materials these {1111 slip planes are
not operative but move by somewhat different mechanisms involving groups of
dislocatiortmotion on other slip planes (33, 34). Consequently, one ob-
serves different twin morphologies in shock-loaded fcc materials as compared
to bcc materials. On comparing twin structures obtained at lower pressures
from data of Wongwiwat, et. al. (35) to somewhat higher pressures from data
of Staudhammer, et. al. (36), the strain effect is very dominant and the
sample fractures. A low twin volume of less than 10 percent was observed.

The relatio,~shipof twin fault volume to peak pressure was shown by Murr
(11). In fcc materials, as the stacking fault energy decreases, the pre-
ponderance of twinning increases. This is shown in Figure 11. Concomitant
with this decrease in stackin~ fault energy is a decrease in the onset of
twinning; i.e., an in~rease in critical pressure for twinning is observed
for higher stacking fault energy materials. Also effecting the data in
Figure 11 is the preponderance for twinning as grain size increases.
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Fig. 10: Dislocation cell size versus true strain for shock loaded and
cold rolled aluminum sheet. Cold rolled data after Rohr, et. al (13-15).

In some cases, systematically overlapping stacking faults can produce phase
regions in addition to twin bundles. For example, c (hcp) phase bundles (4)
and with twin fault intersections, the formation of a’-martensite in 304 .
stainless steel (32).

Martensitic transformations can be induced by selective shear stesses or
strains as more recently described by Staudhammer, et. al. (37) for 304
stainless steel. Numerous martensitic, as well as other transformations are
reported in the literature. The topic of shock induced phase transforma-
tions warrants a chapter on its own and cannot adequately be discussed here.

E. Grain size: The effect of initial grain size on mechanical advantage
(i.e., strengthening) follows a Hall-Petch relationship of the form:

C7 = + KD-1/2‘o
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Fig. 11: Twin volume fraction versus square root of peak pres-
sure for a number of metals and alloys, data after Murr (11).

where G is the friction stress and in many instances the yield point of the
materia?, K is a material constant and D is the average grain diameter. In
shock loading similar effects are also observed in materials with cubic
symnetry. In materials that do not exhibit cubic synvnetry,individual
grains have anisot.ropiccompressibilities and hydrostatic stresses will
establish compatibility stresses at their interfaces. It should be noted
that the grain size is usually tinchangedfollowing shock loading. Conse-
quently, grain size is not a direct contributor to strengthening. It does,
however, contribute significantly to the residual substructure that develops
which in turn affects the strengthening. For constant shock conditions, as
grain size decreases, strengthening increases, and a constant grain size
strengthening increases with increasing pressure (1,) as shown in Figure 12.
The residual substructures in molybdenum were shown (39) to be a function of
grain size and that large grain sized specimens twinned more readily than
small. Additional investigations have found similar results (40).
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Fig, 12: Hardness versus square root of the dislocation density for
304 stainless steel shocked at various pressures. Correlation to the
Hall-Petch relationship is evident. Data after Murr (11).



The Hall-Petch relationship can now be modified to include all the substruc-
tural features discussed here; which include twins, dislocations, disloca-
tion cells, faults, twin-faults, etc. It should be pointed out that while
all these substructural features contribute to a Hall-Petch effect, they are
interactive and as such the magnitude of the contribution will be difficult
to determine. For example, the change in slope noted in Figure 7 for nickel
is due to a substructural change caused by the onset of twinning at pres-
sures between 25 to 30 GPa. Consequently, dislocation cells are initially
associated with shock strengthening while at higher pressures, twinning
contributes, It should also be noted for the onset of twinning in nickel
the associated strain is in excess of 15 percent, which can produce twinning
by deformation and is not unique to shock loading.

Combined Effects

Material scientists know that the n::.ro/macro-structure greatly influences
the properties of a material. These properties are also a consequence of
its thermc-mechanical history. Realizing this, one therefore carefully
controls strains, temperatures of heat t~eatments, grain size and substruc-
ture, as ue!l as strain rates and stress states. Ideally one tries to
eliminate all but one variable. If this were possible, the field of shock
response and material parameters would be better understood than it is
today. Unfortun~tely, all of the material parameters discussed above are
interdependent on one another-to varying degrees, and with few exceptions
difficult to isolate over the range of up to several megabars (100-200 GPa).
Our tools for investigating residual shock effects on materials have become
increasingly more sophisticated. However, in the realm of residual shock
effects, these advanced techniques are often used to investigate the results
of poorly designed experiments.●Unfortunately, this produces results that
are well quantified on uncertain conditions,or histories. Conversely, the
opposite ii equally true. To cite an example of earlier work in the 50s
which exemplifies this point, as stated by J. Taylor (41) “We’re in the
metallurgical mud”, 1

Quite clearly, we need far more interdisciplinary crossover between physi-
cists and material scientists, Still, if one looks back over the last
30 years or so, particularly in the last 10 years, one finds an enormous
amount of metallurgical-material shock data.

A, Hardness: Hardness is one of the most widely used measurements that
indicate rnicrostructuralmodification by a shc~ckevent. Post hardness
measurements reveal the total sum of all the shock-induced substructures
discussed above, in addition to the pre-existing microstructure. In most
instances hardness measurements can be considered an averaging process,

From a mechanical advantage point of view, hardness and Sllbsequentincrease
in yield strength was first recognized as a major focal point in shock
effects. This significant increase in hardness, by a factor of two in many
cases concomitant with negligible dimensional changes make shock loading
unique. Parameters which affect hardness, while contributive in nature, are
also competitive as most mechanisms are dependent on dislocation generation,
generation rate, movement and rearrangement.

Dislocations that split.up into partials separated by a stacking fault
interface are restricted to a single glide plane and can cross-slip only if



the partials recombine. For close packed crystals, cross-slip becomes
increasingly difficult as the stacking fault free energy decreases. As a
consequence of this, extended dislocations can harden Intersecting slip
systems by a grain refinement which occurs after strain has initiated
dislocations and stacking faults, which have a tendency to form pileups
extending across the grains, and in turn are intersected by other pile-ups
and stacking faults. For high stacking-fault energ,ymaterials, the disloca-
tions are mobile and are not measurably extended. Consequently, linear
arrays are not favored and the formation of forest dislocation arrays
results. These forest dislocations are transformed into sub-boundaries or
dislocation cells, These dislocation cells constitute subgrain hardening
similar to that of ordinary grain structures, except the effect is weaker
and of shorter range.

In the case of overlapping stacking faults, particularly in fcc al’loys,
shock-loading can produce twinned or other phase transformed regions. The
most prominent being the martensitic transformation in steel. In martensi-
tic transformations, the resulting structure is strengthened by the inter-
phase, as well as substructural refinement, which creates new Interfaces to
impede dislocation glide mot:on.

Typical hardness data for a low stacking fault material (i.e., 304 stainless
steel) is shcwn in Figure 13. Many of the features referred to previously
are encompassed in this material. The hardness initially increases at low
pressures, peaks at close to 35 GPa and begins to decrease at approximately
80 GPa. This decrease at approximately 80 GPa has been attributed to shock
heating effects, While shock heating effects are, in fact, pore dominant at
higher pressures one cannot exclude the strain heating effect which also
dominates at higher pressures. This will be elaborated on in the next
section using nickel as an example. The two curves shown in Figure 13 are
examples from different experimental techniques. If one looks at the lower
pressure regime (i.e., 40 GPa) and plots the hardness to the
the peak pressure, a straight line relationship is observed.
in Figure 14 for a variety of materials. In this regime, the
pressure-microstructuredominant. While heat effects occur,
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relative to a homologous temperature, they are negligible, In this pressure
range, hardness (H) can be described by the following equation:

H=
dHo+n P Eq. (21

while H is the initial (annealed) hardness in GPa, P is the peak pressure
and for”fcc materials, and n is approximately 0.2. Attempts to rationalize
the hardness data of Figure 14 to trends in stacking fault free energy,
grain size, etc., proved inconclusive. Clearly more experimentation is
needed. Figure 15 is an attempt to pull together the observed parameters
that affect hardness for a number of materials,
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Hardness is essentially pulse-duration independent in the range of 0’.5to
14 US although some exceptions exist. For example, twinning and a’-mar-
tensite increase with pulse duration, however, no net gain in hardness is
observed. The shock wave material parameters that increase hardness are
shown in Ficjure15. When stacking fault free energy, grain size and celi
size decrease residual hardness is increased. Similarly, when vacancy con-
centration, dislocation density, pressure and strain increase, the residual
hardness increases.

B, Strain and strain induced effects: With proper momentum trapping strain
effects can essentially be eliminated in residual shcck effects on materi-
als. Unfortunately, inherent in most high pressure experiments (above
30 GPa) is the emergence of greater and greater strains as pressure in-
creases. This increase in strain not only alters the microstructure by
deformation, but concomitantly increases the temperature over and above the
estimated residual temperature predicted by Rice et. al. (3). See Figure 2.
The strain heat contribution is represented in Figure 16. Shown in this
figure is the entropic heat at constant pressure obtained from Figure 2,
This entropic heat is a calculated residual hea~ with no strain component.
If the sample were allowed to strdin at constant pressure, or streined as a
result of exceeded design limitations, the sample would thus experience
strain heating. Utilizing this concept, Staudhammer and Johnson (12, 30,
37, 42) were able to control strain and thus strain heating. For ~Rxample,
samples of 304 stainless steel shock loaded up to 170 GPa with an overall
strain of 2 percent, were only warm to the touch within 1 minute after shock
loading, On the other hand, similar samples shock loaded to 170 GPa with an
overall strain of 26 percent, could not be touched even after 5 minutes. The
technique for controlling strain, and thus minimizing the heating effects,
Is described in another paper in these proceedings by Staudhammer and
Johnson,

I
~1 conslanl pressure

Strain heat
-/

I
I,ow MIVh

STRAIN (%) -. *

Fig, 16: Schematic representation of residual heat
as a function of strain at a constant pressure. The
entropic heat is equivalent to the ATr in Fig. 2.



Fig. 19: Stackirigfault energy decrease versus increase in
temperature as a functiorlof entropic and strain heat. Stack-
ing fault free energy after (20) and entropic heat after (16).

CRITICAL TWNNMPRESSURE (OPS)

Fig, 20: Stackin fault fr~e energy vs. crltic~l twinning pressure for a
!number of materia s. Illustration after Murr (37). Change in strain effect

is superimposed on nickel relative to change In stacking fault free energy,

the same pressure with sufficient strain, which contributes an additiol~al
temperature inc ease of 400”K, would lower the stacking fault free energy byfanother 18 mJ/m , This drop in stacking fault free energy would decrease
the propensity to foml dislocation cells and promote twinning or twin
faults, Indeed, similar anomolies were observed in nickel byMurr (23) at
high pressures (approximately 10-14% strain), and Staudharmnerand Johnson
(36) at high pressures with 24 percent overall stratn shown in Figure 8,
This decrease In stacking fault free energy (strain Induced) has an effect
on the critical twlnnlng pressure. This is shown in Figure 20. For a high
stacking fault free energy material like nickel, the critical twfnnlng
pressure is more thar twice that of 304 stainless steel. At this pressure,
an Increase In entropfc heat, would only slfghtly shfft the nfckel data
pofnt down an~ to the rfght towards the twfn or the twfn-fault regfme,
However, wfth fncreased strafn,



particularly with high pressures, the strain heat could drop the stacking
fault free energy by as much as 20 percent and thus, easily shift the nickel
data point from the cell dominated regime towards the twin or twin-faults
regime. In spite of the limited data on nickel, clearly, the strain
component does alter the residual microstructure. The question remains,
though, whether or not twins in nickel, copper and even aiumlnum, would form
at higher pressures if one were able to truly make a “strain free” test.
Copper appears to be the best candidate for this as it has the lowest
critical twinning pressure which in turn would have the lowest strain
component to contend with. In addition, lowering the preshock temperature
of the sample would help offset any small strain component of hept. To some
extent this was done by Mogilevsky (17) on copper, though, primarily to
retain residual microstructure, as well as to study low temperature effects.

Y!!?!!w
In the present review, I have summarized results from some principal inves-
tigations of shock-strain effects In metals. The strain contribution indeed
plays a role in residual microstructure, particularly, if the strain
becomes dominant as in “under trapped” experiments of low or moderate pres-
sure or for that matter, of “well trapped” high pressure experiments. Not
only does this strain contribution affect the microstructure by increasing
deformation, a concomitant strain heat is generated and absorbed by the
shocked material, This strain heat, if large enough (relative to the homo-
logous temperature of the material), can and does have an annealing effect
on the residual microstructure. This strain heat is over and above the
values typically calculated for materials implying little or no strain.
Although the accumulative effects of associated strain are not completely
definitive, the collective picture presented is one in which shock-induced
strains, when large enough, have a significant effect on the residual micro-
structure.
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